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I think retraction of papers that report uncorrected statistics is a bit much to ask for; after all, most of the
results that were published in the days before rigid statistical corrections were common have turned out to
replicate, and indeed large-scale meta-analyses have shown a good degree of consistency, at least in the
sets of regions that activate for broad task contrasts.
Dilemma flawed neuroimaging papers | Daniel Bor
Recently a new model-based paper on climate sensitivity was published by Kate Marvel, Gavin Schmidt and
others, titled â€˜Internal variability and disequilibrium confound estimates of climate sensitivity from
observationsâ€™.[1] With regards to the new Marvel et al paper, I find that: the low ECS ...
Marvel et al.â€™s new paper on estimating climate
In response to those who complained in my recent post that linear trends are not a good way to compare the
models to observations (even though the modelers have claimed that itâ€™s the long-term behavior of the
models we should focus on, not individual years), here are running 5-year averages for ...
STILL Epic Fail: 73 Climate Models vs. Measurements
A lot has been written about the need for public debate between alarmists and skeptics on the science of
climate change. Earlier this month there was an actual debate, at the Colorado State University, Pueblo,
Colorado.
Looking at an actual climate change debate - CFACT
by Javier Summary: Modern Global Warming has been taking place for the past 300 years. It is the last of
several multi-century warming periods that have happened during the Neoglacial cooling of the past 3000
years. Analysis of Holocene climate cycles shows that the period 1600-2100 AD should be a period of
warming. The evidenceâ€¦
Nature Unbound VIII â€“ Modern global warming | Climate Etc.
Vol.7, No.3, May, 2004. Mathematical and Natural Sciences. Study on Bilinear Scheme and Application to
Three-dimensional Convective Equation (Itaru Hataue and Yosuke Matsuda)
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Note: The following post accompanies Takuan Seiyoâ€™s latest piece.Both are being kept â€œstickyâ€•
until tonight. Scroll down for other posts that have appeared since Wednesday. Certain posts at Gates of
Vienna, among them those by Takuan Seiyo, tend to attract the attention and comments of people who are
preoccupied with the Jews.
Gates of Vienna
By merging two seemingly conflicting theories, Laura Mersini-Houghton, a physics professor at UNC-Chapel
Hill in the College of Arts and Sciences, has proven, mathematically, that black holes can ...
Researcher shows that black holes do not exist - Phys.org
A diacritic â€“ also diacritical mark, diacritical point, diacritical sign, or accent â€“ is a glyph added to a letter,
or basic glyph.The term derives from the Ancient Greek Î´Î¹Î±ÎºÏ•Î¹Ï„Î¹ÎºÏŒÏ‚ (diakritikÃ³s, "distinguishing"), from
Î´Î¹Î±ÎºÏ•Î¯Î½Ï‰ (diakrÄ«Ì•nÅ•, "to distinguish"). Diacritic is primarily an adjective, though sometimes used as a
noun, whereas diacritical is only ever an ...
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Diacritic - Wikipedia
Science in a broad sense existed before the modern era and in many historical civilizations. Modern science
is distinct in its approach and successful in its results, so it now defines what science is in the strictest sense
of the term. Science in its original sense was a word for a type of knowledge, rather than a specialized word
for the pursuit of such knowledge. In particular, it was the ...
Science - Wikipedia
Here are a few interesting recent papers Iâ€™ve read over the past few months. Bear in mind that Shane
Legg, co-founder and chief scientist of Deep Mind, said publicly a few years ago that thereâ€™s a 50%
probability that we will achieve human level AI by 2028 and a 90% probability by 2050.
Dominic Cummings's Blog
List of the new elected members to the European Academy of Sciences
Eurasc - New Members - www.eurasc.org
<p>The roots of democracy in Hungary are shallow. </p> <p>Thatâ€™s been especially clear in the last nine
years, as Prime Minister Viktor Orban has created a repressive and increasingly ...
English â€“ The Conversation
A panoramic window to the cosmic spectacular that contradicts the Big Bang. Big Bang cosmology was
developed on features of the universe that could be seen with telescopes through light emitted in the visible
part of the electromagnetic spectrum, a narrow band less than one octave with wavelengths between 390
and 700nm.
Continuous Creation from Electric Plasma versus Big Bang
Many commentators have raised questions regarding the disastrous failure of the gathering in June 2018 of
the Group of 7 leaders of the most advanced economic powers of the world (Opinion: Time to scrap the G7,
DW, 11 June 2018; The G-7 Fiasco: it's time to isolate Donald Trump, Spiegel Online, 11 ...
Group of 7 Dwarfs: Future-blind and Warning-deaf
WeatherAction Long-Range full detail forecast created end Nov stated for Brit & Ire (+most of Europe) that
snow is unlikely except perhaps in certain higher levels (eg (N) Scotland) because it will be too mild.
Comments from Piers - Piers Corbyn
In a 1970 NASA Technical Note Infinite Periodic Minimal Surfaces Without Self-Intersections (p.38 ff), I
described how skeletal graphs can be used to represent TPMS. More recently David Hoffman and Jim
Hoffman (no relation) have demonstrated in their Scientific Graphics Project that for the TPMS P, G, D, and
also for a fourth surface (I-WP) of genus 4, there is a striking connection between ...
Alan Schoen geometry
List of Archived Posts 2017 Newsgroup Postings (02/02 - 03/26) Trump to sign cyber security order Trump to
sign cyber security order IBM 1970s Trump, Wall Street and the "banking caucus" ready to rip apart
Dodd-Frank
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